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ARTWORK
AIDS

Film Products 

Films for positive
and negative 
artwork 
production.

Artwork Drafting Film

Packs of ten sheets of matt .003" polyester drafting film
which will stand up to constant handling. 

UV Filter Film

Polyester film coated with a yellow ultra violet light filter.
Suitable for masking windows etc. Supplied in full rolls 
10 metres × 59" wide or by the running metre.

Order Code  

LaserStar 

A specially formulated translucent film for the production
of high resolution PCB artworks directly from any Laser
printer. LaserStar has a 75 micron base with a special
coating for high resolution keying and fixing of toner
enabling crisp dense artworks to be produced. The film
will also accept copier toner enabling usable artworks to
be produced from pre-printed originals.  

JetStar Premium

Featuring a superior coating to JetStar Standard this inkjet
film should be used for the ultimate quality artwork
production for graphics and PCB production. The extra fast
drying coating on the film allows extremely dense, high
resolution images to be printed. This film is designed for use
with ink jet printers using either dye-based or modern pigment
based inks. Available in A4 size in 10 or 100 sheet packs.

A UV opaque orange artwork reversal film. After exposure
the film is applied to the adhesive peeling board which
must be purchased separately. The board has a low tack
adhesive on the surface which aids separation during the
peeling process. The top layer of the film which is peeled
away will be an exact reversal of the original artwork. The
orange emulsion is UV opaque.

PC00199 (100-062) LaserStar A 4 sheets pack of   10

PC00200 (100-063) LaserStar A 4 sheets pack of 100 Order Code Price

Order Code Price

100-075   JetStar Premium A4 (10 Sheets)  

100-076   JetStar Premium A4 (100 Sheets)  

100-077   JetStar Premium A3 (10 Sheets)  

100-078   JetStar Premium A3 (100 Sheets)  

Order Code Price

06-14062 59" × 10M roll

06-14061 59" per metre

Order Code

PC00002(100-027)    A4 Artwork Drafting Film

Order Code Price

Neg. to Pos.

800-310 10" × 12" (10) 

800-320 12" × 20" (5) 

800-301 Peeling Board 10" × 12"

800-300 Peeling Board 12" × 20"
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